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CARATHÉODORY DISTANCE AND CONVEXITY WITH
RESPECT TO BOUNDED HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
SU-SHING CHEN
Abstract.
A characterization of connected complex manifolds
with complete Carathéodory distances is obtained. Some basic
facts concerning convexity of complex manifolds with respect to
their algebras of bounded holomorphic functions are also given.

1. Introduction.
In [4], S. Kobayashi
theorem which is a generalization of [3].

has proved

the following

Theorem 1. Let X be a complex manifold with Carathéodory distance.
Fix an arbitrary point p of X and let F(p) be the set of bounded holomorphic
functions f on X such that f(p)=0.
If X is complete with respect to the
Carathéodory distance, then X is convex with respect to F(p) and hence is
holomorphically convex.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the converse of Theorem 1 for
connected complex manifolds. Thus a characterization of connected
complex manifolds with complete Carathéodory distances may be obtained.
Some basic facts concerning convexity of complex manifolds with respect
to their algebras of bounded holomorphic functions are also given in this
paper.

2. i?(A>convexity. Let Ibe
a complex manifold. We denote by
0(X) and B(X) the algebra of holomorphic functions on A'and the algebra
of bounded holomorphic functions on X respectively. In this section, we
give some basic facts concerning Äi^Q-convexity which is defined in the
following. A complex manifold X is said to be convex with respect to
the algebra B(X) (for brevity, Ä(A')-convex) if the set

KB = {p e X | \f(p)\ ^ \\f\\K, for all/e B(X)}
is compact provided K is a compact subset of X. A Siegel domain of the
second kind is an example of domains in C which are convex with respect
to their algebras of bounded holomorphic functions [1]. We denote by
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D a Riemann domain [2, p. 43] over Cn. From the following proposition
we shall see that convexity with respect to bounded holomorphic functions occurs quite naturally.

Proposition

1. Let D be a domain of holomorphy. Then D=\Jk Dk,

where Dk is B(Dk)-convex and Dk c: Dk+lfor each k.
Proof.
There is an increasing sequence {Dk} such that Z\-<- Ah-i ar,d
Dk is 0(/)j.+1)-convex for each k [2, p. 283]. Since Dk is relatively compact
m Ac+n tne restriction 0(Dk+1)\Dk of 0(Dk+1) to Dk is contained in
B(Dk). Therefore Dk is B(Dk)-conve\.
Proposition 2. Let Xx and X2 be two complex manifolds, X2 be B(X2)convex and <t>be a proper holomorphic mapping from Xx onto X2. Then X1
is B(X1)-convex.

Proof.
Let K¡ be a compact subset of X1. K2=^>(Kl) is compact in X2.
Consequently (K2)B and ^^((K^jf)
are compact. Moreover (À^c
^((^b)Otherwise there is a point p1 e X1 —^-1((K2)B) and <!>(/>!)
=
p2eX2-(R2)B.
There exists f2 e B(X2) such that |/2(/72)|>||/2||av
Then

f2o®=fieB(X1)

and !/,(/>,)!>II/iIIo-mav^II/iIIav

Hence (K,)B is

compact.
3. Carathéodory distances on complex manifolds. Let A denote the
open unit disk in C and let P denote the distance function on A defined by
the Poincaré metric of A. The Carathéodory pseudodistance c of a complex

manifold X is defined by

c(p, q) = sup P(f(p),f(q))

for/?, qeX,

where the supremum is taken with respect to the family of all holomorphic
mappings f:X—>A. A complex manifold X is said to be Ä(Z)-separable if
the algebra B(X) separates points of X. The necessary and sufficient condition for the Carathéodory pseudodistance c to be a distance on X is
that X is ¿?(À")-separable. A manifold X is complete with respect to the
Carathéodory distance if for each point/? g A'and each positive number r
the closed ball of radius r around p is a compact subset of X. Fix a point
p e X. Let F(p) be the set of all bounded holomorphic functions/ on X
such thatf(p)=0.
The following theorem is the converse of Theorem 1
for connected complex manifolds.
Theorem 2. Let X be a connected complex manifold. If X is F(p)convex for some p in X and X is B(X)-separable, then X is complete with
respect to the Carathéodory distance on X.1
1 The author is indebted to Professor S. Kobayashi
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Proof.
Consider the closed ball B(a,p)={q e X\c(p,q)-^a}
with
center p e X and radius a>0. We have to prove that B(a,p) is compact.
Denote by F+(p) the set of all holomorphic mappings/: X—>-àof X into A
such thatf(p)=0
and \\f\\x=suPnex
\f(°)\~^We claim that the convex
hulls KFip) and KF+ip) coincide. It is obvious that KFiv)^KF (p). For

each/in F(p), g=fl\\f\\ is in F+(p). Each point q e KF+M satisfies \g(q)\^
\\g\\K and hence 1/(9)1^11/11^. Therefore KF+{p)<=KF(p)and X is F(p)convex if and only if it is F+(p)-convex. Now it is sufficient to prove
B(a,p) to be compact when X is F+(p)-convex. For each feF+(p)
and
each q e B(a,p), we have

P(0,/(<?)) ^ c(p, q) ^ a,

..
1 + l/(g)l ^
Alog<a
1-1/(4)1 ~

. .,, „ ^ eia - 1
and \f(q) < —-.
l/WI-e2"-)-l

Being locally compact and second countable,2 X= \Jk Xk, where Xk <=Zj.+1
and Xk is compact in X for each A:. There is a nondecreasing sequence
{infF (p) ||/||xj of real numbers approaching to 1 as the limit when fe—>-oo.
For each real number b, 0<6< 1, we can find a sufficiently large k(b) such

that for k>k(b), inf^,,,
and/e F+(p) we have

\\f\\xk>b-

1/(9)1^ e^A

Consequently for each qeB(a,p)

= ¿>< II/ILy* (for some fe).

This implies that B(a,p)<=(Xk)F+iP). Since X is F+(/>)-convex and B(a,p)
is closed, £(a, />) is compact in X.
Corollary.
Carathéodory

A connected manifold X is complete with respect to its
distance if and only if X is F(p)-convex for some p in X and

B(X)-se parable.
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